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                           DRAFT SPEECH 
BEING THE SPEECH BY THE PRESIDENT & CHAIRMAN OF 

GOVERNING COUNCIL, MR. ANDY OJEI, FICA OF 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CREDIT ADMINISTRATION ON 

NOVEMBER 22, 2022 AT FOUR POINTS BY SHERATON HOTEL 

BY 10AM, ON THE OCCASION OF THE UNVEILING OF THE 

INSTITUTE’S ENABLING ACT TO THE PUBLIC BY PRESIDENT 

MUHAMMADU BUHARI 

 
1.0 PROTOCOLS 

 

The President and Commander-In-Chief of the Armed Forces, 

Federal Republic of Nigeria, President Muhammadu Buhari, 

(GCFR), represented by the Honourable Minister of Finance, 

Budget & National Planning, Mrs. (Dr.) Zainab Shamsuna 

Ahmed 

 

The Executive Governor of Lagos State, Mr. Babajide Olusola 

Sanwo-Olu 

 

The Governor of Central Bank of Nigeria, Mr. Godwin 

Emefiele, CON 

 

Members of the NICA Governing Council 

 

The National Patron of NICA, Former President, Federal 

Republic of Nigeria, Chief Olusegun Obasabjo, GCFR 
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Members of the NICA Board of Fellows 

 

The Immediate Past President/Chairman of Council,  

Dr. Tunji Oyebanji, FICA 

 

The Vice President, Dr. (Mrs.) Markie Idowu, FICA 

 

The Registrar/CEO & Founding Member, Professor Chris Onalo, 

FICA 

 

All Special Guests of Honour 

 

Fellows, Members, Associates, Students of Credit 

Management  

 

Captains of Industries 

 

My Lords, Temporal and Spiritual 

 

Gentlemen of the Press 

 

Ladies and gentlemen 

 

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

Mr. President, on Tuesday, 16th August, 2022 you signed into 

law, the National Institute of Credit Administration 

(Establishment) Act No 1018 of 2022 of the National Assembly, 

making the (former) Institute of Credit Administration (ICA) 

nationally recognized. With the Assent, the Institute is now 
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known as the National Institute of Credit Administration 

(NICA). 

 

Your Excellency Sir, as no economy grows without the use of 

credit and there is no example of any advanced society 

where credit is not in use, your assent to the Institute’s Bill 

signaled an unprecedented foundation laid for the transition 

of Nigerian economy from the age-long cash-based to the 

contemporary credit-based economy, a system which serves 

as a catalyst for economic growth. 

  

Mr. President, I cannot proceed without commending Chris 

Onalo --the professor of credit management who has in the 

past three decades fought diligently to see that credit 

management becomes a distinctive profession in Nigeria. 

Indeed, it is a dream of many years made possible after 

operating the former Institute of Credit Administration (ICA) 

without national recognition for three decades. Professor Chris 

Onalo, your name will always be in the books of eminent 

Nigerians for being instrumental to the emergence of credit 

management profession in Nigeria. 

 

In the past, individuals have come into managing business 

credit, trade credit, financial credit, consumer credit, etc 

without prior preparation and certification. Their entrance into 

this functional line was frequently not a matter of deliberate 

choice and planning. The specialized knowledge essential for 

effective credit management was learned through 

experience rather than by a rigorous study and examination. 

But the truth is that the complexity of tasks that are often 

performed by credit managers demands a mastery of skills. 
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Credit industries are now fully aware that Credit management 

activities are dynamic in nature. Such a complexity of tasks, 

combined with the wide range of required skills, make credit 

management one of the most challenging of all business 

occupations. Also, as an oil that lubricates the wheel of 

commerce, credit is not only the mother of other professions, 

it is the soul of business and the most powerful investment 

window. 

 

Regardless of anyone’s primary profession or academic 

background, line of business or professional association, 

everyone needs credit, everyone desires to have access to 

credit in order to either grow, expand, or start up a business – 

making credit the way of life for the modern society. 

 

By attaining membership of the National Institute of Credit 

Administration (NICA), members have the opportunity to 

participate regularly in informative round table discussions of 

credit types, as well as share concerns about credit 

management procedures and techniques. Membership of 

NICA cuts across virtually every industry, from advertising to 

construction, from food supply to industrial supply, from 

agriculture to steel, from manufacturing to distributive sectors, 

from financial Institution to oil and gas, from exporters to 

importers, from multilateral lending agencies to those in need 

of funding for infrastructural development projects, just to 

mention a few     

 

That said Mr. President, nowhere in the world has credit 

management profession failed to touch every aspect of 

business. It is that far reaching scope that makes all business 

and persons of other professions so passionate about credit 
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availability, credit accessibility, and credit management. 

There is nowhere else you can learn more about a corporate 

organization and what its needs are, than in credit 

management. This is because everything lands on the desk of 

credit managers – and these cuts across industries. 

 

In every economy, business and trade credit is the economy’s 

largest source of business financing by volume which exceeds 

even bank loans, with literally billions of naira exchanged 

annually. 

 

Your Excellency sir, section 1(2) (d) of NICA Act commits the 

Institute to enhance, promote and protect the interest of 

business credit providers and grantors. Also, as the only 

nationally recognized body of expertise for all matters relating 

to credit management, NICA is responsible for setting 

professional and ethical standards and awarding professional 

qualifications in credit management. That includes testing, 

and assessing those who wish to become members. 

 

Credit profession is both exacting and exciting. Therefore, the 

attendant needs of today’s credit professionals coupled with 

the rapid pace of change suggests that the need for a sound 

approach to learning credit-related skills is more important 

than ever.  

 

With the robust curriculum that NICA has already developed 

for the study of credit administration, the Institute is ready to 

train Nigeria, Africa, and the world, for the attainment of 

academic and professional qualifications in credit 

administration which will prepare individuals for credit 

management functions in the labour market. The curriculum 
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adjudged to be at par with university standard will usher in 

formidable collaborative partnerships between NICA and 

Nigerian universities through their regulator. 

 

The Act also enables the Institute to promote the integrity and 

weigh the capacity of government at all levels to borrow for 

economic development against the backdrop of internal 

creditworthiness of the overall economy. 

 

Mr. President Sir, one of the best things your administration has 

delivered to Nigeria is this National Institute of Credit 

Administration. For example, most state governments in 

Nigeria have never been assisted to understand credit rating 

rudiments in order to prepare themselves well ahead of time 

to face a credit rating agency. 

 

Going forward, NICA will offer itself to properly educate and 

prepare willing State Governments in Nigeria on 

creditworthiness determination and  rating processes, and 

issue accreditation to the state as they look out for the 

opportunity to access funds for infrastructural development 

and other forms of financing outside the country. This is very 

crucial for their success in managing the economy of their 

various states. 

 

Similarly, your Excellency, NICA will ensure that all facets of 

credit management training and education programmes run 

by organizations are within the required quality standards, 

appropriate for efficient and ethical management of trade 

credit, financial credit, consumer credit, and credit provided 

for economic empowerment of the disadvantaged citizens 

by government at all levels in the country. 
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To that effect, NICA will provide accreditation to 

organizations/institutions providing such capacity building 

and professional skills development trainings and education 

programs in credit administration. 
   

I now call on business organizations in the country who have 

over the years used credit to grow or expand their business, 

and business organizations that have either received or 

granted credit facilities to remain in business to be intrinsically 

interested in the standards being maintained by those to 

whom they extend credit.  
 

With this successful milestone reached by NICA, the 

professional status of Nigerian credit managers has evolved. 

Accountants, attorneys, physicians, engineers, etc each 

qualify as professionals. In order to qualify for the status of a 

professional, an occupation must satisfy certain criteria that 

can be used to evaluate the occupation. NICA is now the 

national professional body for people and organizations in 

credit management and credit industry in Nigeria. 
 

Finally, Mr. President, our Institute – National Institute of Credit 

Administration looks forward to working with the federal 

government, state government, and corporate organizations 

to put Nigeria’s economy on the sound footing that she 

deserves. 
 

Thank you all, and God bless. 

 

Andy Ojei, FICA 

NICA President 


